PRESIDENT’S CORNER

Chelsea Sweetin

Greetings Everyone! Spring is in the air, and while our day to day looks nothing like we would have expected, I am trying
to enjoy the improving weather as best I can. I took the photo above on one of my daily neighborhood walks the other day.
The cherry blossoms are in full bloom, and this one happened to have a nest tucked high up in the branches. I love all the blooms
and lovely smells that come along with them. I’ve definitely been missing my spring weekend outtings, skiing and climbing, but
doing my part to stay at home and stay socially distant however hard that may be.
I am fortunate enough to still be working, and staying fairly busy at that, definitely helps to pass the time during the
week. But despite that the days have started to run together, feeling a lot like Ground Hog Day. We have gotten in the habit of
a daily walk around 5pm and sometimes have gone up to 6 miles just around the Crown Hill and Blue Ridge neighborhoods. It
helps to get the fresh air and clear my head with all the extra time inside.
I’d like to say that life is good and everything is fine, but I’ve had my days where it gets overwhelming. And despite the
fact that I’m only being asked to “stay inside”, which seems simple, there is something fundamentally hard about that. It’s hard
to not see your friends or your family. Feeling isolated is no joke, and I am lucky enough to live with someone I can interact with,
I can’t imagine how those who live alone are feeling. I miss my community, my gym friends, my WAC friends, the simple act of
getting coffee and walking around on a Saturday morning.
I encourage everyone to try and stay connected, it’s important. Call that friend you’ve been meaning to, call your family,
Easter is coming up for those who celebrate it, and I know I will miss one of the few times every year I get to see all my extended
family.
I have done a few virtual happy hours, played games with friends online, and while it sounded ridiculous at first, I’ve
found I look forward to it now. As a club, while we have had to cancel all in-person activities we are trying to come up with ways
to help our WAC community stay engaged and involved. The board met for our monthly meeting last night via zoom, and it was
great to see all those smiling faces. If you have any ideas for virtual events or get togethers please reach out.
This month’s bulletin is a little different than most, I’ve tried to include content that will be both helpful and lighthearted
in a heavy time. KP whom many of you know, has providing a wonderful writeup from a doctor’s perspective on what is going
on. There are links to resources for at home workouts to help stay active & healthy, articles on how to stay involved and informed
from outdoor industry leaders, lot’s of “just for fun” content to keep you entertained, Ashlee Langholz was kind enough to write a
wonderful trip report from the Aconcagua trip a group of WAC members took in December. And finally in lieu of community and
club in-person events, I’ve compiled a list of virtual events you can use to pass the increased downtime. It’s impressive what people have put together in such a short time to stay engaged with not only our immediate communities, but the global community as
well.
Take each day one at a time, and we will all get through this together. If anyone needs anything please reach out, even if
it’s just to say hello. So far we have been fortunate enough not to have heard of any WAC members contracting COVID-19 but
please let us know if health concerns arise and we will do our best to support in any way we can, even if it is just with kind words
and a get well gift basket. We are a community and we are here for each other.
Stay Healthy & Safe!
Chelsea
Email: sweetin.chelsea@gmail.com
Phone: 206.617.3510

WAC Doctor’s Guide to Covid-19
KP (Katherine Pryde) is an ER physician who also teaches the WAC Basic Class’ first aid lecture. We asked
if there was anything she wanted the WAC to know about Covid, and she provided the following. A big
thanks to her and the many other health care providers responding to this pandemic.
By Katherine Pryde (KP)
I hope you are all adjusting well to social isolation during these crazy times. In my spare time (when not
reading about Covid), I ponder how you might each have adapted to your new surroundings. I am proud
that we are a creative and caring group of people. Feel free to share any cool ideas you might have. I am
not into name calling or blaming politicians or CEOs for what they could have done, or should have done.
Let’s try to get through this together.
The virus has hit close to home - wherever you call home - be it medically, economically or psychologically. We all know people who are suffering. I have been treating an increasing number of patients who are
anxious about Covid-19 and are coming to the ER for help. While it is normal to be worried about catching
this new infection, I would like to remind you of the following:
1. most people (80%) get better on their own
2. there are things we can do to minimize risk to us and others (more on that later)
3. being informed is a good thing
4. being excessively focused on the news and social media may have negative consequences (provoking
anxiety)
5. worrying about things we cannot change will not make the situation any better
My hope and ask is that we take care of ourselves and each other - to be part of the solution:
-Check in with friends, family, neighbors, the elderly, and coworkers to see if they need help or support or
just some caring conversation
-Don’t touch your face (super hard to do - I’m still working on it myself)
-Wash hands frequently and wear a (surgical) mask if you are coughing or sneezing - it keeps the DROPLETS from spreading too far. Save the N-95 masks for the medical personnel (they have to do procedures
that cause the droplets (surgical mask) to become aerosolized (N-95 mask).
-If you cannot practice social distancing because of your work, or because you are a caretaker for an ill
person, there is benefit in wearing a surgical mask. Hand hygiene is still paramount. The theory is that
some people spit a little (emitting fomites) while they are talking. Hence the 6 feet social distancing rule.
-If you are concerned and feel a need to wear a mask (your age is over 60, you have cancer or have certain chronic health problems, etc), consider checking with trusted sources like the WHO or CDC, or ask
your doctor.
-If you know anyone who has possession of extra masks or medical supplies, ask them if they might consider a donation directly to a local hospital.
-Do try to stay healthy - tend to your diet, sleep and exercise.
-Tend to your boredom with music, a good book, hobbies, exercise, home improvement projects
-Follow the 6 feet (2 meters) social distancing guidelines (most droplets fall to the ground/surfaces within
this distance). It’s not perfect but it will make a huge difference in overall spread.
-Avoid travel because confined spaces with recirculated air - like on a car, bus or plane are higher risk.
-Do wash hands frequently, especially before and after you cough/sneeze/blow nose, before and after you
touch your face, before and after you prepare or eat food, before and after bathroom, before and after you
come home.
-Don’t touch your face (yeah, I’m trying to drive the point home).

WAC Doctor’s Guide to Covid-19 Cont’d
The virus is transmitted primarily by DROPLETS:
I cannot emphasize this enough...Most of us can see or figure out who is COUGHING and/or SNEEZING
and can distance ourselves, keep 6 feet/2 meters away, etc. Most of us cannot cough or sneeze farther
than a 6 feet/2 meter radius even if we tried.
What about the “silent” carriers?
This route of transmission still requires that we either get within 6 feet of someone (they could be asymptomatic by the way) and they talk/spit fomites at you...or you somehow introduce the virus to your mucus
membranes (eyes, nose, mouth in general). Here is how that might work. If someone coughs on their hand
or coughs in the air/onto a surface or door handle, etc...Then we come along and touch that door handle/
surface, then rub our eyes, bite our hangnails, pick our noses (yes really), etc. - we can catch it. There is
also evidence that some Covid-19 patients get GI symptoms (vomiting/diarrhea) - so if you are helping
someone clean up after their GI symptoms, be sure to protect yourself by washing hands - and again don’t touch your face. There is also some concern that a mask may actually increase the chances that you
will touch your face, e.g. adjusting the mask. That’s kinda it for how we might catch Covid-19 via self-inoculation.
Now onto cleaning...
There’s a long list of products out there but most of us have access to soap and water, or bleach or hand
sanitizer. Use a trusted source (WHO or CDC) if you plan to mix your own cleaning agent.
Mixing bleach - per the CDC website:
Prepare a bleach solution by mixing: 5 tablespoons (1/3rd cup) bleach per gallon of water (or 4 teaspoons
bleach per quart of water)
Gratitude
As a healthcare worker on the Covid-19 front lines here in Seattle I cannot even begin to express my gratitude to everyone pitching in - from the friends, family and neighbors who made or gave me masks, the
leadership at the Washington Alpine Club who had the foresight and conviction to cancel the basic climbing class as early as they did (much to everyone’s annoyance/relief), the multitude of restaurants who,
despite their struggles, are making plates for those who cannot pay, AND still generous enough to deliver
free food to the ERs. Gratitude too - for the neighbors helping out neighbors, and the essential workers
who are putting themselves at risk by showing up to work each day, to keep our essentials stocked and
services running. And to each of you who have been and continue to endure the rigors of physical distancing (home made hair cuts anyone?), a big thank you for doing your part in saving lives.
I am touched by the sheer magnitude of our collective efforts - we are beyond moving mountains here...we
are flattening the curve.
My sincerest thanks,
KP
PS. Stay safe and keep your head up, the marathon is far from over.

Stewardship Committee Updates
Below are some the best resources I have found for how to spend time outside during the COVID 19 pandemic. If you have any
questions, please feel free to contact us: stewardship@washingtonalpineclub.org.
It’s important to stay on top of recommendations in your local area - like Seattle and King County Public Health and the Public
Health Insider Blog. You can check the Governor’s website and the WA state COVID 19 response website.
The Washington Department of Health has posted, as well, on Governor Inslee’s extension of the ‘Stay Home, Stay Healthy’ order
and what it means for getting outside.
Be a good steward - stay at home. Stay at home as much as you can.
Here are a few more resources from national stewardship organizations:
Global Pandemic and Keeping it Local (The Outdoor Alliance)
How to Get Outside During a Pandemic (The Outdoor Alliance)
LNT Recommendations for Getting Outside During Covid-19 (Leave No Trace)
(The Outdoor Alliance is a 501(c)3 nonprofit coalition of national advocacy organizations that includes American Whitewater,
American Canoe Association, Access Fund, International Mountain Bicycling Association, Winter Wildlands Alliance, the Mountaineers, the American Alpine Club, the Mazamas, the Colorado Mountain Club, and the Surfrider Foundation. The Leave No Trace
Center for Outdoor Ethics, incorporated as a 501(c)3 in 1994, protects the outdoors by teaching and inspiring people to enjoy it
responsibly.)

Virtual volunteering and actions
While all in-person volunteer opportunities have been paused, you can still make a difference virtually. If you have a little time in
between binging on Netflix or sessions on your hangboard, consider some of these online opportunities and actions to take:
Send emails to senators for protecting the Arctic Refuge and supporting the CORE Act with this handy letter writing form from
Protect Our Winters.
Volunteer 1-5 hrs virtually with the Sierra Club to advocate for protecting federal wildlands and fighting climate change.
A nice curated list from Moving Worlds - I (Jennifer Louie) am considering the opportunity with Missing Maps!
Search for more online opportunities at VolunteerMatch.

Join the Rebolt!
The Washington Alpine Club would like to invite
our members to join the re-bolt in 2020 and help
the Washington Anchor Replacement Project
(WARP) re-bolt some WA climbing spots. Last
year alone, WARP issued over 600 bolts as part
of Hardware Replacement Grants for projects at
popular climbing areas such as Index, Mt. Erie,
Leavenworth, the Tieton, Vantage, Exit 38, Exit
32, Static Point, Darrington, Metaline, China
Bend and crags off the beaten path such as Cumberland Crags near Burlington and The Elwha on the Olympic Peninsula. Because
the WAC feels that this is a worthy cause we will be matching club members donations (up to $1000).
WARP Is an all-volunteer organization, that relies on donations to purchase stainless steel bolts, hangers, rated quick links, chain
and carabiners to ensure the replacement work, done by volunteers,meets the standards set out by organizations such as the UIAA
and the Access Fund.
Thank you for your time and consideration. Together we can make Washington a safer place to climb!

Just for Fun
Check out what a mountain guide and film maker does while in quarantine!
Watch Here
Can’t climb outside, or train in the gym?
Let’s get creative with our “quaran-training”
Set your own routes, make some first ascents, and tag us on Instagram @washingtonalpineclub
Quaran-Training: Creative Climbing During Coronavirus V1
Quaran-Training: Creative Climbing During Coronavirus V2
Our very own Laura Holcomb, created a wonderful video of her ski tour of Garage Peak
Check out Here!

The WAC’s First Ever 1000’ “Urbaneering” Challenge
What is this you ask?

After a surprise visit from a distance (chats from the sidewalk are the new norm, you know), Chris Gerber
and Alexis Vergalla had the idea of a virtual hike/climb/thing. This could be a known route, or a FA (first
ascent). It doesn't matter, because seriously. They didn't know quite what this undertaking would look like,
but for the first outing, the premise was somewhat simple:
Find a nearby route that you could lap without imposing on others. Look for a route with little to no other
traffic. Consider early morning or late night attempts if necessary.
Calculate the elevation gain from each lap. Use inches or centimeters if it gives you a more accurate measurement.
Using the math skills you remember from grade school, calculate how many laps needed to accumulate
1000' of vertical gain.
Extra credit points if you calculate the lateral gain (horizontal distance) during this endeavor.
Hike/climb your route!!! Use whatever beta you can to understand the route as best you can (ie: the literal
handrail on climber right is a bit wobbly, stay left. Epic view of the neighbors yard from climbers left, between steps 10-15.)
Once completed, write up a trip report! Note the weather, route conditions, location, elevation breakoutdown, distance gained (if you want those extra credit points, beta you want to spray at others, etc...
Share your trip report with someone (@washingtonalpineclub on Instagram!). WTA and Cascade Climbers
MAYBE aren't the most relevant venues for these sick outings, but spew your TR on Facebook, Instagram,
the Twitter, or by email/texting blasting your favorite peeps. Epic status if you can document yourself sharing your TR to a stranger from a safe social distance.
An example of the early days of such adventures can be found here.
Please avoid making an entry for "Accidents in North American Urbaneering."

At Home Training Resources
Many gyms and training facilities are going virtual, some providing their classes free of charge, or for donations.
With our limited activity options, here are some ways to stay active and healthy, and have a little fun while
you’re at it.
YOGA
Core Power
DANCE
Dance Church
Ryan Heffington
XFIT / BOOTCAMP STYLE
Riot Athletics
CompTrain
Crossfit.com
Orange Theory
Barrys Bootcamp
CLIMBING
Training Beta
Uphill Athlete
More Local Online Fitness Resources Here
Reach out to Alexis Vergalla or Chelsea Sweetin if you have other resources to add to the list, or local studios that could use the support right now.

Let’s Stay Motivated!

Brandi getting in some miles
training for RAMROD
Go Team WoW!

VW getting in some urban training
hikes with a backpack full of rocks!

Robertson putting some old class
climbing ropes to use in a DIY home
improvement project!

Aconcagua via the “Normal Route”
By: Ashlee Langholz
Team: Tim Dardis, Trevor Davis, Brandi Garcia, Grant Hennington, Ashlee Langholz, Chris Lee, Mick Pearson
* Elevations and distances are approximate and please reach out to any of us if you want to talk in more detail!
Day 0: Mendoza, Argentina (Elev. 2,450’)
On the morning of December 28th, the final team members landed in Mendoza and set off a punt return effort to get the climbing
permit, which must be obtained in person and involves two stops and an hour with the Parks office. We were handed our signed
permits about 20 minutes before they closed for the day, and about $300 more in our pockets!. The rest of the day was spent
organizing gear, charging devices, packing, making final calls before losing cell service, and of course, eating.
Day 1: Mendoza to Penitentes (drive), Trailhead to Confluencia (5 miles; 1,800’gain)
We loaded a van with duffels and backpacks and settled in for the 3 hour drive to Penitentes. We made it to Penitentes midday
and connected with the team at Inka Expeditions. We hired their mules to carry some gear to Basecamp and in doing so, got a
drop off at the Trailhead a few miles further up the road, and access to water and toilets on the mountain. But first, mate and more
gear shuffling. We left the Horcones Trailhead (9,678’) around 4pm. The trail was gradual and easy to follow. Three hours later, we
arrived at Confluencia (11,150’). It’s a common overnight stop along the route and busting with tents- big expedition service tents
and small 3 person tents like ours. We made contact with the ranger and found some moderately flat ground to set up camp. We
made dinner as the sun went down and went to bed.
Day 2: Day hike to Plaza Francia; return to Confluencia (9 miles; 2,000ft gain)
To help with acclimatization, we hiked up valley toward Plaza Francia. We might have underestimated how warm it would be over
11,000’. We recommitted to our water and sunblock routines. Back at camp, the doctor checked our O2, blood pressure, and
heart rate. One by one, each of us got the signature we needed to keep moving up the mountain.
Day 3: New Years Eve. Confluencia to Plaza de Mulas (12.8 miles; 3,500ft gain)
We broke down camp and started up the valley towards Plaza de Mulas around 8am. The trail was hot, dusty and beautiful. The
landscape and climate are near opposites of Washington in late December. We took breaks as a team every hour and ticked off
the miles with rolling conversation, games, and solo time. The incline was gradual until the last few miles.
We arrived at Plaza de Mulas (14,009’) dirty and tired. It was early evening and we still had chores to do-- establishing our camp,
sorting gear, filling and filtering water, making dinner. The elevation made even simple tasks a little harder. We imagined staying
up til midnight, seeing 2020 arrive on Aconcagua. Instead, we were surprisingly content in our sleeping bags. After dark, we could
hear what sounded like fireworks and imagined bright colors streaming through the valley. The next morning we learned it was
actually fuel cans being thrown into a fire.
Day 4: New Year’s Day 2020. Rest day at Plaza de Mulas
Much of our rest day was spent organizing food and gear, hydrating, and making plans for the climb. Our next camp didn’t have
enough snow to provide a water source (Argentina is in a major drought) so we decided to use some of the cash we saved on our
permits to hire porters to
help carry water and group gear to the upper camps. Basecamp is bustling with guide services, climbers, a steady stream of
mules, and helicopters. At this point, we had a mix of headaches, sleep issues, GI issues mostly thanks to high mineral content
in the water, but all in all the team was doing well. Basecamp sits in a bowl with towering peaks in all directions, including Aconcagua’s north face. It’s a strange feeling to be above 14,000’ wearing sandals, on rocky dirt, and not be the highest point. It was
also strange to have cell service, and the option to buy a coke.
Day 5: Carry to Canada; return to Plaza de Mulas (2 miles; 2,150ft gain, Return)
The team hiked to Camp Canada (16,500’) and dropped some gear. We got back to basecamp and made a visit to the camp
doctor, who again, checked us individually and gave us the green light to move up the mountain. We had access to the weather
forecast and learned of the wind event headed our way. Our summit window looked rough. 40mph winds, -40F wind chill. We anticipated some cold, windy weather and had some big fluffy Feathered Friends gear with us, but that kind of weather doesn’t leave
much margin for error. We didn’t have time to wait it out, and we didn’t have the acclimatization to move up much faster. So, we
continued with the plan and resolved to see how far we could get.
Day 6: Move to Canada (2 miles; 2150ft gain)
We left for Camp Canada midday. The rocky trail offers a great vantage of Basecamp. We arrived mid afternoon and set up camp.
We traded in our water and toilet access for amazing views of the surrounding peaks and valley. On the hike up, Tim wasn’t feeling
well and arrived at Canada with low energy and shivers. We thought it might be dehydration, heat exhaustion, or mild altitude
sickness. We ate dinner together, went to bed early and hoped Tim would feel better in the morning.

Aconcagua Cont’d
Day 7: Tim descends/ Rest day at Canada
Unfortunately, Tim developed signs of HAPE (high altitude pulmonary edema) and needed to descend. Tim, Trevor and Grant
slowly made it to basecamp where Tim was checked by doctors. It was determined he needed to be evacuated because his O2
saturation wasn’t improving. 14,000’ is still pretty high for someone experiencing altitude complications. Once that plan was in
motion, Trevor and Grant ascended back to Canada, where dinner and sleeping bags were waiting.
Day 8: Grant descends/ Gear Shuffle to Nido de Condores, return to Canada (1.7 miles; 1,650ft gain)
We got word that Tim was taken to the hospital, but didn’t have a lot of information and didn’t have direct contact with him. As a
team, we had discussed scenarios a little prior to the trip, but we didn’t prepare particularly well for dealing with someone being
evacuated. Grant left on foot, and with a little help from Inka, he’d meet Tim at the hospital later that night. The rest of the team
resolved to start managing the excess gear and play it day by day- considering both Tim’s progress and the forecast. The remaining team hiked up to Camp Nido (18,200’) to get cold weather gear and more water while Trev took a rest day. By the afternoon,
light snow met high winds and it was nearly a whiteout coming down from Nido. We made it back to Canada in time for hot tea
and dinner. We got an update from Grant who had made it to Tim.
Day 9: Gear Shuffle to Nido de Condores, return to Canada (1.7 miles; 1,650ft gain)
Tim was set to be released from the hospital but with no plan to come back to the park. And our slight, maybe non-existent
weather window was closing. The team on the mountain made the decision to turn back, and like most things on the mountain,
even that took more time than expected. The team made one final trip to Nido to gather group gear. Wearing our warmest gear, we
shared one last sunset at Camp Canada, had our one dehydrated meal of the trip, and crawled into our tents.
Day 10: Descend from Canada to Plaza de Mulas (2 miles; 2,150ft descent)
We broke down our camp at Canada in the morning. Anything that could be attached to the outside of our backpacks, was.
Somehow, we got everything down in one trip. We made it to basecamp and re-organized gear before the snow started again. The
ground that was dirt just days ago was now covered in snow.
Day 11: Descend from Plaza de Mulas to Penitentes (16 miles; 5,000ft descent)
We said goodbye to our new friends at basecamp and hiked down to the trailhead. We had a quick dinner in Penitentes before our
ride arrived. A few hours later, the team reunited at an airbnb in Mendoza. Time for wine.

Aconcagua Photos

Aconcagua Photos Cont’d

Alpine Astronomy
By: Robertson Miller
I hope you enjoyed last month’s second installment of Alpine Astronomy. This is the third of my continuing series of monthly articles. Did you find the winter hexagon? If not, you still can. This month has two
time-sensitive events in the sky, so I decided to write about both.
In March 1986, my friends, Charlie, Jim and Ed, along with my wife Anchi and me climbed a fifteen-hundred-foot peak on Catalina Island, California. The gear we hauled up included a large shipping crate with
an 8-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope. We were hauling the equipment up the mountain for a once in a
lifetime chance to see Halley’s comet. At the summit we set up the tripod and mounted the telescope as
the sun set on the ocean far below. After dark we each got our first, and only, look at the famous Halley’s
Comet! The next time Halley’s Comet will return is expected to be mid-2061/2062.
I was reminded of the above after learning we have a new bright comet coming that is expected to be
naked-eye visible in late April or May. The comet is C/2019 Y4 (ATLAS) and it will be visible in the northern sky, almost directly overhead, just off the end of the cup of the Big Dipper. See the included sky map,
courtesy of Wikipedia (full-size map HERE). Let’s all look for it this month!
Fun fact: Edmond Halley never saw the comet that carries his name. Rather, he predicted its next arrival
after noticing reports of a bright comet about every 75 years in historical records.
In October I completed significant upgrades to my observatory. One of the first targets I hoped to photograph with the upgraded telescope and camera was the planet Jupiter. I hadn’t checked its location in the
sky in a while so was disappointed to discover Jupiter was passing overhead during the day, right next to
the sun. In other words, impossible to see. But now as we are in April things have changed. Jupiter is up in
the morning before sunrise. Even better than that, you have an opportunity to see three bright planets in a
line, Jupiter, Saturn and Mars (see accompanying sky-map)! On April 16th the Moon will be in the line too
near Mars! With a reasonably good pair of binoculars, you might be able to pick out four of Jupiter’s bright
moons as well as the rings of Saturn. Saturn may look like a football in binoculars. Mars will appear to be
reddish-orange color. So how do you know if you are looking at a planet or a star? With reasonably good
binoculars you should be able to make out a planet’s disk shape whereas even the brightest star will still
appear as a point-source of light.
Fun fact I: In 1676 the Danish astronomer Ole Romer developed the first reasonably accurate estimate of
the speed of light by measuring the timing of Jupiter’s moon Io as it passed behind Jupiter.
Fun fact II: The etymology of the word, “planet” comes from the Greek word for “wanderer.” The stars are
in fixed constellations as seen from Earth, but the planets wander among the stars.

If you have photos or content to contribute to the bulletin please email us at:
bulletin@washingtonalpineclub.org

Activity Committee Update
Upcoming Outings
For now most all in person WAC outtings for April - June have been cancelled or
postponed to comply with the public health directives of our state government due to
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Please reach out to the trip leader if you have questions.
Thank you!
Cancellations Include:
Olympic Beach Cleanup
May climb of Mt. Hood
June campout in Icicle Creek
**September campout will be held and confirmed or cancelled as conditions develop.

What Can We Do In the Meantime?
Looking for volunteers to lead virtual activities!
We have online tools today that allow us to continue to share our passion for the outdoors. I’m looking for
people interested in sharing any suggestions to keep the club connected! Some ideas below:
•PowerPoint presentations of climbing trips
•Educational talks on navigation, climbing skills, knot tying challenges, stay at home
•Physical training, safety, mushroom hunting, gear reviews, what to pack for a day trip, urban hikes.
•Virtual happy hours
•Guest speakers outside the club
•How to practice environmental conservation close to home
•Others?
Virtual meetings and events will be posted as events on the Washington Alpine Club website.

Guye Cabin will continue to be closed until further notice.
Thank you for your patience and understanding.
Stay Safe Out There!

If you are interested in leading an outing or getting involved with the
activities committee please reach out to Elden Altizer

CLUB CALENDAR
APRIL
In-person events this month have been cancelled or postponed, please reach out to your
coordinator or trip leader for specific information.
Tuesday 4/14 @ 7:00pm - WoW Happy Hour
GUYE CABIN IS CLOSED
Think about volunteering to host a virtual activity!
And check back for updates throughout the month
Full Club Calendar

COMMUNITY EVENTS
While we are not allowed to venture into the mountains we love or gather as a physical community,
more and more people are figuring out how to stay connected and invovled.
APRIL
9th - 12th: No Man’s Land Virtual Film Festival
Ongoing: Uphill Athlete Zoom Hangouts
(April 9th Steve House & the K7 Solo Story)
Nightly: Opera Streams from Metropolitain Opera House
Virtual Concerts
Virtual Tour of Carlsbad Caverns
Virtual Tours: Our National Parks
Museum Tours
BANFF
SXSW Amazon Prime Festival
Other Film Festivals
+ 100’s of other ideas!
Even a Magic Show! On this company’s IGTV
Wednesday 4/8: Live Yoga
Thursday 4/9: A Magic Show!
Friday 4/10: Cocktail Making
Saturday 4/11: A Live Sunset!

2020 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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DIRECTORS

President: Chelsea Sweetin

Angela Crampton

1st VP: Pat O’Brien
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Rachel Minucciani
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PROPERTY & MEMBERSHIP
Cabin Chair: Mike Mahanay
Work Parties: Mike Mahanay
Membership: Dave Wilson

Board Meetings
The WAC Board of Directors meets on the first Thursday of each month (excluding summer July /
August). All members are welcome to join the meetings, but if unable to attend you can read the
minutes of each meeting on the website HERE
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